
vetreo doors



made in the UK made to measure mix & match 5 year guarantee FIRA approved

why vetreo?
Our customers demanded more choice, more flexibility and the ability to personalise their

home. Our answer is to manufacture your furniture exactly the way you want rather than giving

you something off the shelf. Using innovative production technology, with the very best

materials, you will receive the finest end product you can enjoy for many years. 

Choose a colour combination that’s perfect for you. Choose an edge to your doors that are

designed for you. Choosing vetreo means you can have bespoke furniture without the price

tag, in a quality built to last. 

breeze & flint
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gold &
cashmere
The warming tones of metallic vetreo gold

combined with cashmere offer a sophisticated

blend for your kitchen. Coupled with a splash of

colour from a glass splashback or paint, brings

your kitchen to life.
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arctic & graphite pearwood

Combine vetreo graphite pearwood with a solid colour like arctic to soften your design. 

Mix with a glass like worktop for a truly modern style.
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frost 

The purest of choices, vetreo frost offers a clean,

sophisticated choice, perfect for the heart of your home.

The tactile matt finish of vetreo frost can be used

individually or combined to create your perfect space. 
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argent & tempest

The subtle sophistication of vetreo argent coupled

with the warm accents of tempest can epitomise

the urban look. Bring in warm, traditional twists

alongside the modern gloss finish to create the

home of your dreams.
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xenon

A décor with a definite wow factor. For ultra urban styling, choose the metallic finish of

vetreo xenon. Combine with a solid surface worktop for the most modern of designs. 
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shadow & seashell

The calming qualities of matt vetreo shadow and vetreo seashell offer distinctive

neutral tones. Combine with the bold backdrop of a strong wall and splashback

colour to bring your design to life. 
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champagne

breeze & flint 

The timeless classic of vetreo champagne. 

Mix the soft cream gloss with a rich walnut

worktop for a stylish finish to enjoy for years. 

The refined tones of vetreo breeze combined with the stand out finish of vetreo flint create a super

luxurious space. Add the glamour of copper to these silky matt doors for this on trend styling.
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pewter fjord
Stand out from the crowd with vetreo fjord. This super smooth matt finish epitomises the latest

trends for blue/grey tones. Complimented by a super white worktop for a crisp, clean style. 

Dramatically mysterious, metallic pewter works with both traditional styling and

in ultra modern settings. Manufactured using the finest materials, combine

vetreo pewter with matching end panels and plinths for a sophisticated finish. 
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nero & stone
Stop the traffic with the classy vetreo nero and stone.

Groundbreaking airtek technology is used to manufacture

your exact matching end panels for a designer finish.m
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biscotti
With the subtle warmth of vetreo biscotti, choose a vetreo gloss kitchen sure to wow. 

Choose matching plinths for an irresistible finish.
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cashmere &
graphite pearwood

Make the most of your space. Customise your doors to fit the exact angles of your room.

No matter what the space, vetreo can create bedroom furniture perfect for your style.

angled doors availa
ble
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champagne

Why not start and end your day with the calm of

vetreo champagne? Our premium quality doors

are manufactured using the highest quality

materials, giving you the very best gloss finish. 
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vetreo door colours*
how to order

Woodgrains are available with
horizontal or vertical grain direction.
Horizontal grain to a max height of
1200mm. Chunky panels only available
in gloss.

Step 1: Choose your door
Vetreo range is a comprehensive collection of made to measure doors in a
choice of 18 on trend colours. Choose your door colour or combine decors

to personalise your design.

Step 2: Choose your edge
To customise your furniture further, choose the edge to your doors;

matching or a 3d glass effect option for gloss finishes, producing the
exclusive look of glass.

Step 3: Order your dream furniture
With the vetreo decors and edge choices, coupled with the flexibility of made to measure, you are

sure to get the perfect style for your home. Pop into your vetreo dealer to order your furniture today. 

ask your vetreo dealer
about our specially

designed door polish which
will keep your gloss doors 

in perfect condition 
for years to come

3d glass effect
matching airTek e
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made in the UK made to measure mix & match 5 year guarantee FIRA approved

nero shadowpewter seashell stone

flint frost goldfjord

cashmerebreezearctic argent biscotti

champagne

tempest xenon

graphite pearwo
od
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*All colours used within this brochure are used for illustration purposes only. We have endeavoured to match all

colours as closely as possible, however for samples of the actual finishes please speak to your vetreo representative.

your local vetreo retailer is:


